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“They   had   something   that   cannot   be   manufactured,   no   matter   how   cunning   your   maverick   manager   is:   a   spark   of  
explosive  creative  chemistry,  the  primal  energy  that  Iggy  Pop  calls  “raw  power.”  The  Runaways  could  play  like  the  boys,  
but without once pretending  they  weren’t  girls.”  —from Chapter 1 
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Parts  of  The  Runaways’s  story  are  well  known. The girl-punk answer to Led Zeppelin and the first of its kind, this raw all-
girl, all-teenage rock band took its passionate, aggressive, libidinal rock music from starter stages in Los Angeles all the 
way to Japan over its four fast years of fame. But even though Joan Jett and Lita Ford would go on to have successful solo 
careers,  The  Runaways’s success fizzled out like a dud cherry bomb in the wake of narcotic abuse, clashing egos, and the 
dog-eat-dog undercurrents of Hollywood stardom.  
 
But  there  are  parts  of  the  band’s  brief  stage-life  that  haven’t  been  given  much  attention. Despite the girls’  tough  and  sexy  
stage presence, they were still just that: girls. Sandy took a bus to reach the Sunset Strip before she was old enough to 
drive.  Joan  sang  along  to  her  favorite  records  in  her  bedroom  but  was  “painfully  shy”  in  public.  And  when  the  group  went 
on tour, Cherie  cried,  homesick.  But  their  innocence  wasn’t  meant  to  last.  Queens of Noise is a cautionary tale of what 
can happen to girls on the cusp of womanhood who dare to put themselves in alluring but dangerous positions. 
 
In Queens of Noise: The Real Story of the Runaways, author Evelyn McDonnell puts the spotlight on every key player in 
The  Runaways’s   saga, including eccentric manager Kim Fowley, who catapulted the starstruck teens into an industry 
dominated by men and steeped in manipulation and debauchery. In a narrative that ducks below mud-slinging and digs 
deeper than the drugs, sex, and sensational tragedies, McDonnell gives The Runaways the chance to own its place in 
musical, feminist, and cultural history. Queens of Noise reveals the inspirations and collective insecurity of this 
groundbreaking band as it shredded guitar riffs and moaned into microphones, rebelling against the gender norms that 
threatened to hold it back.  
 
Featuring exclusive interviews with the surviving former bandmates, former manager Kim Fowley, as well as family 
members,  peers,  producers,  journalists,  colleagues,  and  others,  McDonnell  opens  The  Runaways’s closet of skeletons. She 
reports on the little-known reality behind the raucous post-glam punk phenomenon—beyond the short-lived rock star 
triumph portrayed in grainy vintage video footage. 
 
Evelyn McDonnell is the author and co-editor of five books, including Mamarama:  A  Memoir  of  Sex,  Kids  and  Rock  ‘n’  
Roll. She has worked as a pop music critic for the Miami Herald and as senior editor for the Village Voice. She’s  won  
several awards including an Annenberg Fellowship at USC and first place for enterprise by the South Florida Black 
Journalists Association. She is currently a journalism professor at Loyola Marymount University and lives in Los 
Angeles, CA. 
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